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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the NDSU Archives.

Provenance: Donated by Ole Jordet in 1955 (Acc. 440).

Property rights: The NDSU Archives owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the NDSU Archives.

Citation: [Identification of item]. Ole Jordet Papers (SC 440), NDSU Archives, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Born at Hallingdal, Norway. Took the last name Jordet which was the name of his father's farm; his father was Iver Otterson. Emigrated 1882 to Kindred, N.D. Laid railroad track and worked as farm laborer for Arne Otterson, an uncle. Worked one season on the Leach Farm (also known as the Kennedy Farm). Married Margit Forset (1861-1914) in 1886. Sold his farm in 1946, died at Kindred.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

Typed summary and corrected carbon copy of interview (4 leaves) with Jordet and daughter Caroline Jordet Hatlen concerning his life in North Dakota. Includes obituary of son Albert Jordet.

FOLDER LIST

Folder  Content

Typed summary and corrected carbon copy of interview (4 leaves) with Jordet and daughter Caroline Jordet Hatlen concerning his life in North Dakota. Includes obituary of son Albert Jordet.
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